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The pampered pekinese, shihtzus, and shapeis with ribbons in their fur, whose doting owners buy them sprays
for their halitosis and additives for their food to make their droppings smell sweet, are usually sheltered from
the dangers of street life. From music compact discs to computer software to films to best selling novels, The
Chinese black market is a virtual warehouse of "plundered goods". What if China breaks into the U. For
example, China permits only 10 new foreign movies to be distributed within its borders each year. There were
huge delays for ships to get into the port, and hardly any duty was being paid. Late in , a Chinese - language
newspaper in Shanghai reported on rings of people who traded in women; the most expensive were slightly
mentally retarded, because they worked hard but did what they were told without complaining or trying to run
away. Of the money saved, the brokers could skim nice percentages for themselves. A trade report to Congress
from the Trade office cites China as the worst violator of United States - copyrighted intellectual property. He
had paid his way and had a life too, the doctors said in their defense. We must adopt a serious attitude and be
responsible to the party, state, people, nationality, and history in this respect. Unlike the pirates of old who
plundered the merchant vessels and ports of the South China Sea, modern day pirates are more interested in
illegal replication of intellectual rights. For example, China permits only 10 new foreign movies to be
distributed within its borders each year. An escalating black market problem in China, which is gaining an
international spotlight due to its human rights injustices, is the kidnapping and selling of women and children.
These broker companies set up offices along a street near the port, and the importer simply handed shipping
documents to the company, which then filled out all the required customs forms, obtained the import licenses,
and ushered the goods through customs. Now, where this may sound crazy in most of the world, it is not in
China. Thomas Jefferson once said, "he who receives an idea from me, receives instruction himself without
lessening mine; as he who lights his taper at mine, receives light without darkening me. In China, crime rates
have been climbing an estimated 10 percent a year since the early s. The report, which came days after the
joint raid on the Guilin plant by Microsoft and Chinese investigators, blasted China for failing to honor a
February agreement to police production at its replication plants and mark the software with a source
identification code. It is of general suspicion in China that the police and customs officials are involved
heavily in smuggling and other illicit practices. Three of them were operated around the clock. Li Wenrui,
deputy chief of the public order department of Beijing's Dongcheng district, has dog squads established to help
track down illegal dog owners and destroy their pets. Around the world, according to figures published on
May 9th, by the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry IFPI , one in five recordings of music is
now a pirated copy. These tariffs were going to be imposed if the Chinese government didn't immediately
comply with a US-Chinese piracy agreement. Three of them were operated around the clock.


